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an Alternate Investing Strategy
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Methods / Variations/ Examples
Weekendinvesting.com
Questions

House Rules
I am aware of the very intelligent and august
company I have here at the carnival. My
request is that you see this presentation with
your mind in a state of a 5th grader.
The thought process and the journey that I
will present may be more meaningful like that
Post the ppt, feel free to peel me apart any
which way you like 

Early Years

Moved back from US and with some co-investors
started off a NSE membership in 1996 thinking just
like the California Gold Rush, spade makers will
make more money than the gold diggers..
Observed thousands of clients over the decades–
-Poor success rates of most especially in trading
-Investors were not particularly too different
-Behaviour at stress points seemed to be the key
-Luck seemed to be a large factor
-Low percent of successful accounts only had one
thing in common - Discipline

Tried some simple rules based investing…

On last 22 years of data : sourced

The entry and exits were however far and few

No structured p/e approach seemed possible here!

Tried other fundamental based methods…

Own studies – tried to create positive stories in my own head
about the companies invested in…
Analysts recommendations/ Guru Speak ..
Tracking various ratios EBIT/EV, P/E,P/B etc ..
Dividend yield Investing ..

Concentrated investing –Dhando style..
Seasonal investing – betting for budget/ good monsoon..

Not much success and more than the success not much
satisfaction with the process.

Investing hurdles…
Macro– interest rates/inflation/oil/USDINR/govt policy
Universe for stock selection-S/M/L
Sector analysis – vast data
Company valuation- various methods
Management quality Time frame – How long
Liquidity flows – EM/MSCI
Entry decisions
Exit decisions
Portfolio construction
Known risks / Unknown risks
My behaviour at critical decision points
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It was pretty clear to me soon that I cannot handle all
these concurrently with any objectivity..

Tried technical and price based methods…

BTST based trades
Positional/
swing 1-5 days hold trading
Trend following/ Mean reversion trading
Pair trading

Market profile / Market Delta trading
Some success but again more than the success not much
confidence with the process.

Then 2008 came and it changed my outlook..

Chart patterns started talking a different language to me..
Seemingly fundamentally strong stocks would suddenly have a
a change in the story..

Popular themes would suddenly go out of flavour...

Even market leaders were not spared when the markets tanked!

Sometimes markets would just not believe the companies numbers!

These types of moves in the market were telling me when the
liquidity moved against the market, the story or the quality did not
matter too much

Factors influencing my trading decisions
Global markets / Dow-HangSeng-SGX –Short sightedness
Universe for stock selection
Time frame to trade
Money management/position sizing
Transaction/impact costs
Scalability of strategy
Entry decisions
Exit decisions
Trading edge – will it sustain
Known risks / Unknown risks
My behavior at critical decision points

Factors influencing my trading decisions

Global markets / Dow-HangSeng-SGX –Short sightedness
Universe for stock selection
Time frame to trade
Money management/position sizing
Liquidity filters
Scalability of strategy
Entry decisions
Exit decisions
Trading edge – will it sustain
Known risks / Unknown risks
My behavior at critical stress points
Again the behavioral issues seemed to be coming up as my
limitation

For about 15 years, I tried my hand at possibly
all kinds of strategies…
Fundamental / value based
Chart patterns / chart junkie
Price action / BTST
News arbitrage
Cash-futures arbitrage
Settlements arbitrage
Special situations investing
Options parity trading
Others…

The success was reasonable but not satisfying…
It was not convincing enough..
I needed a PLAN
The need was to find my MOJO !

Questions that I struggled with for a
long time …

What leads the markets - Price or Earnings ?
Are prices reflecting expected earnings ?

Can rapidly advancing prices improve earnings ?
Which has higher returns and lower volatility?

Which strategy will suit me the best?

Plan of action
- To seek a non emotional and systematic way of
investing, to have sort of a checklist..
– Use the best practices of a combined approach with
lessons learned from investing and trading

- Find an edge in the market and repeat
the process infinitely
- Keep position sizing / risk management
as the centre piece of the design
- Ensure that back-tests on historical data
can support my EDGE and not the other way around.

- The next critical decision was what should be the
strategy
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“I know more than the market” -I will lead the market !

“Bhav Bhagwan Che’ !“ –Price is God -I will follow the market !
DECISION WAS A CLEAR 5-0 FOR ME !!

Structured strategy years ensued..
Over the next few years developed trend following based
momentum investing systems for my own money to run on.
All strategies structured in such a way that there were no
ambiguity in entry exit or position sizing decisions. So virtually
no way of my sabotaging the plan as designed by myself !
It has been an emotionally a very easy run since then !

Momentum Investing
Definition
Methods
Evidence

What is Momentum?
A high probability phenomenon that assets will continue their
past performance in the future.
So a rising stock tends to keep rising and a falling stock will
tends to keep falling.

The persistence in performance is what is known as
Momentum.
Think of Newton’s first law for analogy :
“ An object in motion stays in motion with the same speed
and in the same direction unless acted upon by an
unbalanced force”

How is Momentum measured ?
Momentum is usually measured in terms of Rate
of Change of market price in a specified
period –
3/6/12/15 months are common time periods
used
There are many others ways of measuring
momentum.

You can rank stocks on
- Percentage away from 52 week highs,
- Wtd average on multiple Rate of change on
different periods.
- MACD/ Stochastics readings
- Relative strength Index, etc

What is Momentum investing?
Momentum Investing is simply a mechanical rules based
method of investing in a diversified portfolio of stocks (or
even diverse markets and asset classes) which are the top
ranks in the momentum filter.
The portfolio is rebalanced every week/month or quarter
and stocks are removed that do not satisfy the top ranks
conditions anymore
The portfolio construction can be equal weighted or market
cap weighted . Momentum investing can be done in a long
only (No shorts) fashion or can be done in a long-short
format also.
So just like value investing there is no ONE way of doing
momentum investing. Many people are doing
momentum investing in some form or the other

Types of momentum Investing

Relative Momentum
(Cross Sectional Momentum)

Vs
Absolute Momentum
(Time Series Momentum/ Trend Following)

Relative momentum

Stock/ Asset selection is based on its relative position
to each other in the group and not absolute
May be done on stocks, indices, ETFs other asset
classes
Can use any momentum parameter to rank the
stocks/assets

Entry and exits are dependant on group ranking.
Absolute performance can be negative while relative
performance rank could be high.

Example 1– Relative Momentum
A equal weighted portfolio comprised of 20 stocks
which is made up of the highest Rate of change in
the last 12 months from say the CNX200 universe
re-balanced monthly.
The 20 stocks that were originally in the portfolio
stay if they continue to be in the top say 40 ranks
else they are replaced by new top ranks
That is it. These were ALL the rules !

Top 20 ROC(12)

Drop original
picks if not in
top 40

Select new
stocks to fill slots

Jan 2018

Feb 2018

Feb 2018

Rank stocks

Rank Stocks

Rank Stocks

200 stocks

Stock selection is relative to the others in the group

REPEAT
EVERY
MONTH

Example 1 Results

Study over last 5 years Sept 2013 to Aug 2018
Capital up 3.9X
CAGR 31.38%
Max DD 22.5%
137 trades / Average hold 5 months.
Wins 62% of trades

Avg Win 47% / Avg loss 12%

Example 1 Results

Biggest Winners
EICHERMOT
SRF
TVSMOTOR
NBCC
MOTHERSUN
PI INDS
GUJPIPAVAV
AUROPHARMA
ASHOKLEY
BFORGE
AIAENGG

390%
260%
217%
210%
196%
194%
137%
126%
113%
109%
108%
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Biggest Losers
PCJ
SUZLON
ABIRLAF
SPARC
TV18
SUNTV
DISHTV
HPCL
TORRENTPOW
BHARATFIN
IDEA

-61%
-39%
-35%
-30%
-30%
-23%
-20%
-20%
-19%
-19%
-18%

Example 1 Results

Example 1 Results

Portfolio at end of 31 Aug18

BALKRISHNA INDS
BRITANNIA
ENDURANCETECH
INFY
JUBLFOOD
MPHASIS
STERTECH
TECHM
UNITEDB

BIOCON
DIVIS LAB
HEXAWARE
JINDALSTEEL
MINDTREE
PAGEINDS
TCS
TITAN

A good mix of all current performing sectors.
Portfolio stays with strength and rejects weak
stocks.

Assumptions in the examples
Survivorship Bias free results may be slightly
different (not a whole lot though)

Dividends not included
Transaction costs assumed that of discount
brokerage /includes all statutory costs
No slippages assumed
Rebalancing weights may affect results.

Taxes or advisory fees not included

Absolute Momentum
Stock/ Asset selection is absolute and not relative
to others ( In relative momentum you could have a
case of stock selection even if all stocks perform
negatively)
Exits are also done on individual stocks/asset merits
regardless of rest of the group.

Absolute momentum seen to reduces drawdown vs
relative momentum
Risk rewards is better in most studies in absolute vs
relative.
Usually used for single instrument, indices, ETFs etc

An example of absolute momentum could be just trading
one instrument say Nifty…and using say a 40 WMA as your
Entry and exit criterion
So when nifty is above 40 WMA buy Nifty
When it is below, sit in cash/riskfree bonds
If you do this over a long term, you avoid a lot of drawdown
And improve overall returns
This improvement in drawdown is the biggest improvement
over relative momentum at the cost of some returns.

Source : Dual Mom BY G. Antonacci
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Variations of Momentum Investing
-Dual Momentum System by Gary Antonacci

- Combines Relative momentum and Absolute momentum
- Simple strategy : based on 3 funds – S&P500 ETF, global indices ETF
and a global bond ETF

The absolute momentum rule compares performance of each equity
asset for the past 12 month returns vs Cash (Risk free returns Bond ETF)
and selects the better one or if none of them does better than the bonds
then stays in bonds.
If the S&P 500 has a higher return than both international stocks and
bond ETF, you hold the S&P.
If international stocks have a higher return than the S&P and bond ETF,
you hold international stocks.
If bond ETF has a higher return than stocks, you hold the bond fund.
Rebalance every month

Example 2: Test on US markets
Time period : Jan 1990 to Aug 2018
Assets used : S&P 500 and USD Gold
Buy one asset if ROC (12M) >6%. Switch if ROC<0.
Monthly Rebalance
Results : 8 transactions over 27.5 years 1991 to 2018
SP500 :
Feb 91 to Oct 94 : 28%
Mar 95 to Nov 00: 179%

Aug12 to Sep 15 : 38%
Jan 17 to Sep18 : 27%

Gold :
Oct 94 to Jan95 : -3%
Oct01 to Nov 08:149%
Jun09 to Aug12 : 66%
May 16 to Jan16 :11%

Strategy CAGR 12.5% vs 8.56% S&P vs 4.29%Gold

What explains the continued
performance of Momentum investing?

Nobel prize winners Eugene Fama and Ken French
described momentum as a robust anomaly
disrupting the Efficient Market Hypothesis.

The efficient-market hypothesis is a theory in
financial economics that states that asset prices
fully reflect all available information. A direct
implication is that it is impossible to "beat the
market" consistently on a risk-adjusted basis
since market prices should only react to new
information
In his own words Fama said “Momentum is
Pervasive” and “Momentum is an
embarrassment to the EMH”.

What explains the continued
performance of Momentum investing?

Researchers have tried hard to explain the momentum
phenomenon
Herd behavior describes how individuals in a
group can act collectively without centralized direction.
Confirmation bias also called confirmatory bias or myside bias, is the tendency to search for, interpret, favor,
and recall information in a way that confirms one's preexisting beliefs or hypotheses.
Under-reaction to good fundamental news : Contra to
the concept of value emerging on over-reaction to bad
fundamental news

What is the evidence of success of
Momentum Investing?

It is well established over decades of research using
hundreds of years of in-sample and out-sample data,
that Momentum is the “premier anomaly” across stocks
and across assets classes and geographies
The risk adjusted returns from momentum have been
found to be superior to each of the other factor based
investing, viz Value, Size, Seasonality, Quality etc.
Reference :
Wesley Grey/ Alphaarchitect.com
AQR.com – Value and Momentum everywhere

How can you add momentum to your
Portfolio
I
Some managers mix value portfolio with momentum. – maybe
sort on value and then on momentum or vice versa. Lot of
studies have been attempted to prove that mixing the two
factors can give better results, yet there seems to be little
conclusive evidence
Best strategy would be to start allocating a small portion of your
portfolio to a momentum strategy and build it over the years if
the results are up-to your expectations.

Since the two portfolios cater to diametrically opposite situations
in the market it has been found that running them alongside
gives a better risk return matrix. Academic research has shown
diversification benefits of combining the two as separate parts of
a whole-sum portfolio.

Why isn’t everybody doing
momentum investing ?
Counter intuitive – Goes against in-grained value bias

BUY HIGH, SELL HIGHER vs BUY LOW SELL HIGH.
Career Risk – A story sells well in the market. Here there
is no story to make ! Long periods of lull possible.
Fear at 52 week highs : Conventionally thought as risky
No Ego feedback : When a value pick goes right, it comes
and gives you a great ego boost that you selected right .
Here an algorithm is running the show !
Need to differentiate yourself from others – Creative
picking vs a mechanical process
Too Easy and too Good to believe it is TRUE !!

What are some of the CONS of
momentum investing ?
Churn is higher – more transaction cost

It is counter intuitive – takes time to change ingrained
values. Tough to sell holdings after they have tanked
There is can be several whiplash trades. Trade success may
be only 40-60%
Dependant on trends forming in the market. Can be long
periods of lull.
It is very boring ( vis-a-vis trading). Many weeks can go
by without a trade

What are some of the CONS of
momentum investing ?
Churn is higher – more transaction cost

It is counter intuitive – takes time to change in-grained
values. Tough to sell holdings after they have tanked
There is can be several whiplash trades. Trade success may
be only 40-60%
Dependant on trends forming in the market Can be long
periods of lull.
It is very boring ( vis a vis trading). Many weeks can go
by without a trade
There is nothing to talk about at the parties!

Role of Luck
Luck/ chance still plays a role in all strategies
The point of your entry may be the high point for next few years
or the strategy may not be able to pick the next 10 bagger due to
paucity of cash on that day, is all a play of luck. However, our
study of last 15 years data provide us enough evidence that good
returns are surely possible.
Momentum investing based premium returns have lasted for the
last few hundred years and there is no reason to believe why it
wont be that way going forward!

Recap : How does momentum help us ?
Gives a totally new perspective to investing – trading mass
behaviour vs trading companies
Survival of the fittest strategy – Stay with strength
Opinions, judgments, valuations don’t matter any more
Evidence based investing – What you see is what you get
Defined strategies with clear entry exit rules
Removal of daily or weekly market noise
Gradual wealth creation almost on an auto pilot
Returns to Emotional Pain ratio : Very High!!

What do we do at weekendinvesting.com

We are a SEBI Registered Advisory and we help
clients run our momentum strategies in their own
accounts.

Weekendinvesting.com advisory
Imbibing all absolute momentum features mentioned before,
we run only weekly time frame strategies
All strategies are tactical allocation models – so money goes to
Liquid Bees if no opportunities are available

Different product availability in Large/mid /small cap or mixed etc
Some strategies cater to early trends vs mature (late) trends
All strategies are DIY – Do it yourself models
Portfolio approach vs individual stock focused
Unique service guarantee offerings
Returns to Time-spent ratio : Very High!!

while so

Weekendinvesting.com advisory
Some of our top Mi50 gainers/ losers 201617
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BALAMINES

64.48%

GOCLCORP

-33.22%

KAKATCEM

67.05%

BARTRONICS

-29.19%

HINDZINC

73.51%

LLOYDELENG

-25.10%

IGL

76.50%

PROZONINTU

-24.89%

RUSHIL

87.40%

HITECHGEAR

-17.87%

ORIENTPPR

88.81%

JKPAPER

89.00%

CAMLINFINE

-16.24%

DAAWAT

95.28%

MANALIPETC

-15.63%

ITI

96.41%

TORNTPHARM

-15.24%

STARPAPER

99.56%

AMRUTANJAN

-12.45%

JAYBARMARU

114.43%

WSTCSTPAPR

115.85%

ENERGYDEV

128.06%

UPERGANGES

202.25%

while so

Weekendinvesting.com advisory
Some of our top Mi25 gainers/ losers 201718
The star performers for the year were GOACARBON (500%), MOHOTAIND (200%)
TINPLATE (150%), GVKPIL (100%) and many others. The biggest losers were
MAHASTEEL (-32%), MBECL( -25%) and MURUDCERA(-22%).

Some of our top Mi30 gainers/ losers 201718
The star performers exited this year were IBVENTURE (550%)
GNFC, HATSUN, GVKPIL APLAPOLLO, MANNAPURAM (all +100%)
The biggest losers were DCB (-32%), IBREALEST (-22%), BHARATFIN (-25%).

Some of our top Mi40 gainers/ losers 201718
The star performers in the strategy this year were ITI, SUPREMEPET, FLFL, IGL
and SUDARSHANCHEM (all +175-225%) while the biggest losers were
MOIL and ZEELEARN (-10 to -15%).

Some of our top Mi50 gainers/ losers 201718
The star performers for the year were GRAPHITE (+400%), MOTILAL (+80%)
BBTC, GRAVITA, SAKUMA, MEP (all 50%+) and many others.
The biggest losers were SHILPI (-55%), JENSONNICOL, IMFA,
BHARATGEAR (-20% to -25%).

Weekendinvesting.com advisory

Across all strategies the common results indicate :
1. Number of winning trades remains near 45-55%
2. Quantum of outperformance of winning trades far exceeds the
underperformance in losing trades. Average
win to loss ratio is 3:1
3. No stocks are allowed to go deep in the red
4. Cash is well utilized by exiting laggards and redeploying it elsewhere
5. No ambiguity of strategy or process keeps the mind at peace and the
compounding engine keeps working in the background.

Weekendinvesting.com advisory
I
FY1617 (%)

FY1718 (%)

Mi25

50.70

54.51

Mi30

41.33

26.35

Mi40

40.34

19.86

Mi50

54.02

20.5

NSE50

18.56

10.25

CNX500

23.92

11.47

SmallCap100

42.97

11.56

Mi25 : Small cap 25 stocks
Mi30 CNX500 30 stocks short term trends
Mi40 CNX500 40 stocks long term trends
Mi50 Small and Mid 50 stocks

Weekendinvesting.com advisory
As of EOD 5th Oct 2018
I

Conclusive evidence on why you
should do momentum investing in India…

Source: live mint

Startling evidence on why you
should do momentum investing in India…

I

Thank you for this opportunity and your patience
to listen to me!

I will now try to answer your queries

